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Real-time evaluation quality fluctuation is an important way to ensure product quality in manufacturing process. +is study
proposes a multidimensional data flow driven-based quality fluctuation evaluation. Firstly, the multidimensional decomposition
and transition mode analysis is carried out to reveal the essence of quality fluctuation. +en, the technique uses hierarchical
network architecture to model the process, and quality fluctuation network is built to track fluctuation evolution trend; then, the
node relative entropy measure is defined to statistically analyze the change of net-node state fluctuation. Finally, a case study is
used to verify the proposed quality fluctuation evaluation approach.

1. Introduction

Intelligent manufacturing integrates the smart machine
and human intelligence to complete the whole process of
product manufacturing [1]. In the booming development
of intelligent manufacturing, the continued stability of
the manufacturing process is a key factor in determining
the consistency of product quality, which reflects the
process’s stability to some certain extent [2, 3]. In actual
manufacturing process, there are many influencing fac-
tors that affect the state fluctuation of product quality.
When the process of state variables is interfered by ex-
ternal factors, it will make the final product’s quality
characteristics sustain fluctuations around the ideal value
up and down [4, 5]. Once the stability of fluctuation state
is not timely evaluated, it will lead the abnormal state to
continue to transfer, accumulate, and grow to ultimately
result in the process abnormalities [6, 7]. +us, how to
dynamically characterize the quality evolution and timely
measure the fluctuation degree of process state is the key
link to guarantee the production process’s stability and
qualification of product quality, which will be of great
value for analysis of the root causes of quality problems,

as well as developing preventive measures to finally
improve product’s quality in manufacturing process.

To address this issue, this paper mainly focuses on the
process state fluctuation and proposes a multidimensional
data flow driven-based quality fluctuation evaluation ap-
proach; the idea of process dynamic networkmodeling, node
relative entropy analysis, and fluctuation evaluation are
adopted. Its principle is to use hierarchical network archi-
tecture to model the process state evolution, and the state
entropy change is introduced to measure the fluctuation
direction. Specifically, two main works are conducted.
Firstly, the quality fluctuation network is constructed to
analyze and track the evolution trend of process fluctuation.
Secondly, aiming at the influence variables in production
process, node relative entropy theory is used to construct the
metric model to measure the change degree of node fluc-
tuation in network structure, which is used to evaluate the
process evolution direction and the degree of internal sta-
bility by judging the amount of entropy change. In this way,
the dynamic fluctuation of process quality is obtained to
support the dynamic process quality stability control and
improvement. It hopes that the proposed method will be
able to provide some useful guidance for enhancing the
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process’s stability and product’s quality in manufacturing
process.

+e rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, some related works and motivations are briefly reviewed.
Section 3 states the theoretical modeling of fluctuation
network driven-based quality evaluation, which includes the
multidimensional decomposition and transition mode
analysis, construction of quality fluctuation network for
manufacturing process, and evolution measure of quality
fluctuation network based on relative entropy. Section 4
shows a case study. Finally, the concluding remarks and
future works are presented in Section 5.

2. Related Works and Motivations

In this section, a literature review is summarized in the field
of process monitoring and fluctuation evaluation as well as
evaluation model based on related algorithms.

2.1. Process Monitoring and Fluctuation Evaluation.
Process monitoring, evaluation, and analysis constitute a
series of crucial tasks in manufacturing quality control, and
it is a key step to evaluate and analyze the process stability of
quality fluctuation [8, 9]. In order to keep the process in a
sustainable stable state, several quality monitor methods
have been put forward. State space model [10, 11] and error
stream theory [12, 13] were successively proposed to analyze
quality errors accumulated in multistage process. With the
development of complexity for production process and the
improvement of the quality monitoring technology, many
researches have been focused on the intelligent quality
analysis technology [14], including the quality monitor [15],
capability performance analysis [16], and the change point
estimation in abnormal process [17, 18]. Salah et al. [19]
established a surface quality evaluation and temperature
monitoring model for the billet in continuous casting. +ey
use an adaptive support vector machine model and simu-
lation results show an ideal implementable effect as well as
good result when applied online. In order to improve
process quality, Chang et al. [20] applied the quality level
concept of the six-sigma model to analyze the capability
performance for processes with multiple characteristics
using the accuracy index and precision index. +ey devel-
oped a statistical hypothesis testing mode by using the used
mathematical programming to evaluate production de-
partments in confirming the effectiveness of implemented
improvements.

In the field of process performance evaluation, there
have been remarkable research works on quality stability
evaluation of process fluctuation [21–23]. Daniel et al. [24]
proposed an approximate entropymethod to identify chatter
instabilities in milling process.+ey regard the entropy as an
index of the irregularity and complexity related to ran-
domness from data series. Mejri et al. [25] reported that an
adjustment of the cutting conditions must accompany the
change of robot posture during machining to ensure sta-
bility. Pour and Torabizadeh [26] proposed a prediction of
stability lobes in milling process using time series analysis.

+e experiment result indicates that the improvedmodel can
accurately predict cutting forces, surface texture, and sta-
bility lobes for low radial immersion.

+rough the above analysis, the existent researches have
been conducted on quality state monitor and achieved ideal
results. However, the implementation of the proposed
method is mainly based on the process output (data of
quality feature) but ignores the fact that the process itself
changes (data of state feature) during the manufacturing
process. To some extent, a great waste of manufacturing
resources appears and the monitor effect lacks the ability to
analyze the process’s stability dynamically.

2.2. Evaluation Model Based on Related Algorithms.
Appropriate evaluation model is helpful for improving
quality control effect. +e general step of quality fluctuation
evaluation is that various history steady-state data are used
to build the monitor model, and then the real-time data are
collected to online analyze and evaluate the degree of sta-
bility for current process state. Evaluation model is the most
critical; quality researchers adopt some related evaluation
algorithms to build the evaluation model. He et al. mainly
focused on the issue for quality and process reliability area
on the intelligent manufacturing system; an integrated
predictive maintenance strategy [27] and a novel fault de-
tection strategy for health state prediction [28] are put
forward by the work team one after another. Aslam et al. [29]
designed a mixed control chart for monitoring the process
quality using attribute data and variable data; the method
provides the quick indication when the process is going to be
out of control. Hu et al. [30] regarded the randomness of
quality state fluctuation as characteristics of entropy and
hyperentropy features and proposed a data cloud model
similarity-based quality fluctuation monitoring method.
Chang et al. [31] explored a new nonparametric analytical
method for phase I statistical process control and process
capability study using revised sample entropy. Kong et al.
[32] proposed a novel adjusted sample entropy-based ap-
proach to quantify process capability information variation.
Zhang [33] presented a dissipative structure entropy model
to determine the status of manufacturing systems by
establishing the models of expected state entropy and actual
state entropy.

It can be conducted that some investigations about
fluctuation evaluation have been conducted and research
outcomes were achieved in the evaluation of manufacturing
system, but there is a lack of research on the manufacturing
process fluctuation evaluation. It would be highly desirable
to research quality evaluation method from the perspective
of state information. +is would make quality fluctuation
evaluation less dependent on the process output, so that
novel applications could be done faster and more impor-
tantly to make manufacturing quality control toward data-
driven quality control.

Depending on the analysis above, this paper mainly
focuses on solving the following problems and exploring a
multidimensional data flow driven-based quality fluctuation
evaluation:
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(1) Real-time monitor is the nature of dynamic process
fluctuation evaluation. Due to the multicorrelation
characteristics between quality characteristics and
state parameters, the formation process of product
quality is real-time dynamic change. +us, the
process evolutionmodel should be built as a criterion
for evaluating quality fluctuation.

(2) +e execution of dynamic fluctuation evaluation lies
in determining the fluctuation amount of inputs. In
fact, the cross correlation and autocorrelation exist
among variables, so how to build an evolution
measure model to statistically analyze the fluctuation
changes is an important step.

3. Theoretical Modeling for Quality
Fluctuation Evaluation

+e idea of multidimensional data flow analysis is adopted to
conduct the quality fluctuation evaluation. +ree critical
technologies are detailed in this section. +e logical flow of
proposed theoretical modeling is shown in Figure 1, which
contains three steps. Firstly, the entire manufacturing
process is divided into manufacturing units of multiple
different dimensions according to the complex and process
requirements, and the mapping of the fluctuation transfer
relationship between different dimensional units is per-
formed. Secondly, dynamic information network is con-
structed to analyze and track the evolution trend of process
fluctuation. Finally, aiming at the influence variables in
production process, node relative entropy theory is used to
construct the metric model to measure the change degree of
node fluctuation in dynamic network structure, which is
used to evaluate the process fluctuation evolution direction
and the degree of internal stability by judging the amount of
entropy change.

+e proposed approach has its special characteristics,
which are listed as follows. (1) +e method considers the
quality fluctuation as a state flow along with the process
ongoing; the quality state is tracked by establishing the
quality fluctuation network between state variables. (2) +e
dynamic information network is introduced to modeling in
order to explore the coupling relationship between fluctu-
ation behaviors. (3) +e relative entropy is introduced to
define the node fluctuation type, which is used to establish
the node fluctuation transfer function to characterize the
fluctuation amount of quality fluctuation network to analyze
the evolution direction of quality fluctuation.

According to characteristics of the proposed method,
some advantages of theoretical modeling in this paper are
listed as follows. (1) By extracting the influenced state factor
nodes, the constructed dynamic quality fluctuation network
is evolutionary along with the manufacturing process on-
going and can timely reflect the process fluctuation change,
which avoids the drawbacks of static network modeling. (2)
+e network relative entropy principle is adopted tomeasure
the network fluctuation change; thus, the evolution trend of
abnormal quality fluctuation can be revealed. In summary,
the proposed dynamic fluctuation network approach realizes

the quality evaluation of the process stability, which may be
suitable for timely evaluation of quality fluctuation in the
field of manufacturing process stability analysis.

3.1. Quality Fluctuation Effect Analysis for Multidimensional
Decomposition. In production manufacturing process, the
existence of many factors in each stage has an impact on the
dynamic changes in product quality and is expressed in
different forms. According to the complex and process re-
quirements of production manufacturing process, the process
can be divided into different machining units based on
functions, structure, and other characteristics. +e inside of
the unit can be further divided into different machining
feature and corresponding quality characteristics; thus, the
entire manufacturing process can be divided into multiple
different dimension units. +us, the quality fluctuation effect
can be decomposed according to the complexity of the
manufacturing process, which is shown in Figure 2. It con-
tains four dimensions: stage, machining, state parameter, and
time dimension. For example, the blade processing process is
mainly divided into three stages: rough, semifinish, and
finishing.+emachining features were involved in each stage,
such as the upper and lower surfaces of the root, and the
corresponding quality characteristics include flatness and
distance between two planes. As for the stage dimension,
different stages are processed on different manufacturing
units, and there exists difference in the quality fluctuation
state of the corresponding manufacturing process. As for the
machining feature dimension, different machining features of
the same procedure exhibit different characteristics due to
differences in process requirements. As for state parameters
dimension, different state monitor parameters have different
effects on the fluctuation of the processing characteristics. As
for the time dimension, the quality condition monitoring
parameters of the manufacturing process change dynamically
as the manufacturing process progresses.

+us, according to the result for multidimensional de-
composition of the quality state, the mapping of the fluctuation
transfer relationship between different dimensional units is
performed. Specifically, the fluctuation transfer mode of
manufacturing process is divided into two types: time di-
mension fluctuations and space dimension fluctuations.

+e time dimension fluctuation transfer mode presents
the fluctuation diffusion behavior of the quality state from
one moment to another in the time dimension, which is
denoted as

F TDk
i,j � SFi(k)⊳SFj(k), (i≠ j), (1)

where F TDk
i,j represents quality fluctuation information in

dimension k passing from time i to time j, ⊳ represents the
fluctuation time dimension fluctuation transfer pattern, and
SFi (k) and SFj (k) represent kth dimension quality infor-
mation in time i and time j, respectively.

+e space dimension fluctuation transfer mode presents
the transfer behavior from one location within a dimension
to the location within another dimension, which is denoted
as
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F SDk,l
i,j � SFi(k)⇒SFj(l), k≠ l, i≠ j, (2)

where F SDk,l
i,j represents that quality fluctuation informa-

tion is transferred from the i position in space k to the j
position in space l, ⇒ represents the fluctuation space di-
mension fluctuation transfer pattern, and SF (k) represents
kth dimension quality information.

Based on the above analysis, when there exist abnormal
factors in manufacturing process, it is necessary to analyze
quality fluctuation and accurately assess the fluctuation
trend. For this purpose, the dynamic information network
model is established for quality fluctuation evaluation in the
next section.

3.2. *e Construction of Quality Fluctuation Network for
Manufacturing Process. In order to analyze the process
fluctuation and state stability, the dynamic quality fluctu-
ation network model should be constructed to explore the

coupling relationship between fluctuation behaviors. Con-
sidering the perspective of time and the state flow, the state
of volatility influencing factors at each moment is charac-
terized by a dynamic network. +us, the hierarchical net-
work model framework of quality fluctuation in
manufacturing process is shown in Figure 3.

Based on the hierarchical network framework, the quality
fluctuation networkmodel is constructed to feature quality state
for eachmonitoring period. In this paper, the quality fluctuation
network is evolutionary along with the manufacturing process
ongoing, which is donated as D�<G, E>, where
G � <G1, G2, · · · , GT > and E � <E1, E2, · · · , ET > are the
node and edge set, shown in Figure 4.

In Figure 4, it is shown that the structure of the
manufacturing network constantly changes, and the dy-
namic information network model at time t is described as
Gt � (Nt, Et), where Nt is composed by the state parameter sij
and Et is the connection strength between each parameter at
time t. When abnormal fluctuation factors occurred in

Multidimensional decomposition of quality state

Fluctuation transfer mode analysis

Node fluctuation type Node entropy definition Node relative entropy

Data collection for dynamic production process Statistical property analysis of process data

①. Quality fluctuation effect analysis for 
multidimensional decomposition

②. Construction of quality fluctuation network for manufacturing process

③. Evolution measure of quality fluctuation network based on node relative entropy

A multidimensional data flow driven-based quality fluctuation evaluation

Figure 1: Logical flow of multidimensional data flow driven-based quality fluctuation evaluation.
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Figure 2: Quality fluctuation effect analysis for multidimensional decomposition.
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manufacturing process, key nodes of the information net-
work would also change, and this may have an impact on the
associated nodes and result in the affecting the stability of
network. So the adjacency matrix is used to describe the
influence degree for quality fluctuation network, which is
shown as follows:

R �

r X s1( , X s1( (  · · · r X s1( , X sn( ( 

· · · · · ·

r X si( , X s1( (  · · · r X si( , X sn( ( 

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (3)

where r(X(si), X(sj)) is the coupling strength of state series
between influencing factor X(si) and other coupled influ-
encing factors X(sj) at different time, which is featured as
the mean of correlation coefficient for state influence factors.

r X si( , X sj   �
1
t



t

k�1
ξt xk si( , xk sj  , (4)

where ξt(xk(sj), xk(si)) is the correlation coefficient of the
influencing factor sj to si at time t.

ξt xk sj , xk si(   �

min min
k

xk si(  − xk sj 


 + ρmax max
k

xk si(  − xk sj 




xk si(  − xk sj 


 + ρmax max
k

xk si(  − xk sj 



, (5)

where N (si) is the set coupled with the node si and ρ
(0< ρ< 1) is the adjust coefficient, which reduces the impact
of extreme values on process state.

Based on the quality fluctuation network structure, the
stability degree of quality fluctuation network for whole
manufacturing process is determined by a plurality of quality
state influence factors which are closely related and mutually
restrictive.+e performance of quality fluctuation network is
the comprehensive effect of network units Gi for the
monitoring time period.

D � f G1, G2, . . . , Gi, . . . , GT( . (6)

It can be seen that when some key influence factor-nodes
occur fluctuation change, it may lead to the process fluctuation

in an instability state.+us, the evolutionmeasure of the quality
fluctuation network is analyzed to explore the quality fluctu-
ation evaluation mechanism.

3.3. EvolutionMeasure of Quality Fluctuation Network Based
on Node Relative Entropy. After building the quality fluc-
tuation network for manufacturing process, the most im-
portant task is to construct the fluctuation evaluation model
to timely analyze the quality node state change. Aiming at
the process fluctuations, the changes of network node at-
tribute values are the key factors to cause the network
structure fluctuation, which has an important impact on the
state stability of manufacturing network. +us, according to
the relationship mapping between the change of node
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Figure 3: Hierarchical network model framework of quality fluctuation.
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Figure 4: +e quality fluctuation network evolution structure.
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attribute value and the entropy distribution, the node en-
tropy is defined to reflect the uncertainty, confusion, and
disorder degree of quality fluctuation state parameters.

E sij  � −  p sij log p sij , (7)

where p (sij) is the probability of distribution, which
maintains a steady-state interval for state monitoring vari-
able xk (sij). It represents the process state variable in-control
state. Based on increasing or decreasing the trend of attribute
value in the evolution of dynamic network in manufacturing
process, the node fluctuations are divided into three types,
and the network relative entropy is introduced to define the
node fluctuation transfer function to measure the degree of
change in dynamic network structure.

Trend growth type is as follows: Nadd � xt+1(si) − xt(si)

Trend attenuation type is as follows: Ndsp � xt(si) −

xt+1(si)

Trend stable type is as follows: Nadd � xt+1(si)∩ xt(si)

By calculating the entropy of quality fluctuation network
node in manufacturing process, when an abnormal fluctu-
ation occurs, the node information entropy of the
manufacturing network will change significantly against the
current entropy. +us, the relative entropy is defined as the
entropy ratio of two node states to measure fluctuation
differences.

Ere si(  �
Et+1 si( 

Et si( 
� lg

pt+1 x si( ( 

pt x si( ( 
, (8)

where pt(x(si)) and pt+1(x(si)) are the probability values of
node attribute si at times t and t+ 1.

For any monitor network node si from time t to t+ 1 in
the quality fluctuation network, the change amount Δsi in
the network node for three node types can be expressed as

Δsi �

lg
pt+1 x si( (  + 1

1
, si ∈ Nadd( t,t+1,

lg
1

pt x si( (  + 1
, si ∈ Ndsp 

t,t+1,

lg
pt+1 x si( (  + 1
pt x si( (  + 1

, si ∈ Nstd( t,t+1.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)

+us, the total amount of node state change ΔN from
time slice t to time slice t+ 1 in the whole quality fluctuation
network is

ΔN(t, t + 1) � 
∀si∈Nadd

Δsi( t,t+1 + 
∀si∈Ndsp

Δsi( t,t+1

+ 
∀si∈Nstd

Δsi( t,t+1,
(10)

where N is the sum of numbers for all changing nodes from
time slice t to time slice t+ 1; through the constructed dy-
namic quality fluctuation network measurement model, the

node fluctuation in the process evolution is statistically
analyzed, and the variability of the network nodes for each
time slice is used to characterize the degree change of the
network structure, which shows a microscopic perspective to
study the influence of quality influence factors on quality
fluctuation.

4. Case Study

In this section, a simulation dataset for crankshaft holes of
engine cylinder block is analyzed to validate the effectiveness
of proposed evaluation approach. As an important hole in
the cylinder block of the engine frame, its machining ac-
curacy directly affects the overall performance of the engine,
which will cause huge loss if it scrapped cause of quality
problem. In order to reduce the quality loss, the control of
coaxiality error of turning boring is the key to ensure
machining accuracy. +erefore, it is necessary to guarantee
the accuracy of machining equipment and the rationality of
processing parameters, so the proposed dynamic network
entropy driven-based quality state analysis and evaluation
method is applied to analyze the machining process state in
real time.

By analysis, there are 10 vital variables that should be
jointly monitored to guarantee the coaxiality accuracy. +e
process variables including parameter type, name, and target
value are illustrated in Table 1.

In order to effectively establish the quality fluctuation
network to carry out entropy change analysis of the quality
state, 200 group samples are simulated in the normal range of
these state variables, with an abnormal noise interference in-
troduced from the 60 to 160 group samples included.+us, the
samples of state parameter signal are evenly divided into 10
groups, with 20∗6 samples for each group included.+us, each
group of state parameter entropy is extracted as nodes, and the
node strength is extracted as the edge to build the quality
fluctuation network, and the quality fluctuation networkmodel
for monitored process is shown in Figure 5.

In Figure 5, there exists difference in the entropy value of
the network node for each state parameter due to the
fluctuation of quality monitoring parameters; this would
result in an according change of entropy value for each
quality fluctuation network of the whole process. Based on
formula (9), the fluctuation amounts of each node attribute
are analyzed for the 10 monitoring time stages, and the total
change amounts (TCA) of node state change are calculated.
Table 2 shows the network fluctuation change amount
analysis result.

It can be seen from the statistical result in Table 2 that the
values of quality fluctuation network node are in a continuous
fluctuation state, which results in changes in network structure.
In particular, a large increase is reflected in the timing state
network of S3 and S5; this indicates that the attribute value of
node state generates great fluctuation in the network evolution
stages S3⇒S4 and S5⇒S6 for the monitoring time, which may
cause an abnormal state quality occurrence. Furthermore, the
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node fluctuation of sequential state network shows a negative
growth in the evolution stage S5⇒S6; this indicates that the
increase of state fluctuation between the network nodes in these
two periods leads to a decrease for network stability. Figure 6
shows the node change trend of quality fluctuation network in
crankshaft holes machining process, where the TCA of quality
fluctuation network is shown in Figure 7.

As shown in Figures 6 and 7, the change of network node
attribute shows a random fluctuation along with the process
ongoing, where the network has growth and antigrowth
trend before and after the node of the fifth monitoring time
slice. +is indicates that some abnormal factors have been
generated in the manufacturing process and will influence
the state stability of process if no actions are taken.

Table 1: State controllable process variables for crankshaft holes machining process.

Variables Parameter type Name Target value
X1

Cutting parameter

Cutting depth (mm) 0.3
X2 Cutting speed (m·min−1) 0120
X3 Feed rate per blade (mm) 0.08
X4 Boring tool speed (r·min−1) 700
X5 Teeth number 1
X6 Diameter (mm) 74
X7

Machining equipment parameter

Spindle speed (r·min−1) 8000
X8 X/Y/Z-axis positioning accuracy (mm) 0.006
X9 X/Y/Z-axis repeated positioning accuracy (mm) 0.004
X10 X/Y/Z-axis quick movement speed (m·min−1) 60

G1 G2 G3 Gi G9 G10

t1 t2 t3 ti t9 t10

Cutting depth
Cutting speed
Feed rate per blade
Boring tool speed
Teeth number

Diameter
Spindle speed
X/Y/Z axis positioning
accuracy
Repeated positioning accuracy
Quick movement speed

Note:

Figure 5: +e quality fluctuation network evolution for 10 group samples.

Table 2: Statistical analysis of quality fluctuation network for machining process.

Network change amount S1⇒S2 S2⇒S3 S3⇒S4 S4⇒S5 S5⇒S6 S6⇒S7 S7⇒S8 S8⇒S9 S9⇒S10

Growth type 12.15 16.66 22.45 15.51 12.66 11.66 12.66 11.47 10.12
Attenuation type −15.49 −18.75 −10.24 −26.92 −33.82 −30.25 −28.82 −22.58 −20.25
Stable type 30.25 33.52 25.27 32.84 2.54 3.85 6.54 5.75 6.25
TCA 26.91 31.43 37.48 21.43 −18.62 −14.74 −9.62 −5.36 −3.88
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5. Conclusion

+is study has proposed a quality fluctuation evaluation
approach based on multidimensional data flow. It includes
two key technologies: quality fluctuation network model
construction for manufacturing process and the quality
fluctuation evaluation based on node evolution measure.
+e method was verified by using a crankshaft holes ma-
chining process dataset, and the results show that it could
well monitor the quality fluctuation and show good effect for
process quality fluctuation quantitative analysis, which lays
the basis for the research of intelligent quality control.

+e future works will focus on two parts: one is to explore
the intelligence method to explore big data quality issue and the
other is to consider the modeling and optimization of product
infant failure rate in manufacturing process [34].
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